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PSI Process Announces Acquisition 
of TC Tech LLC 
In addition to its strong regional reputation and best-in-class technologies, 

TC Tech brings key treatment partners to the PSI line card. 

PSI Process is pleased to announce the acquisition of 

TC Tech LLC as of January 2023.   

TC Tech is a key addition in PSI Process’ ongoing 

growth initiative and brings several key treatment 

manufacturers, including Ovivo, Pall, and Chart, to 

the PSI Process line card.  Additionally, the 

acquisition further expands the geographical territory 

and increases the size of the sales team for PSI 

Process.   

Bryce Parkhurst, president of PSI Process, noted, “By 

combining the existing water treatment lines, controls 

system integration and repair service capabilities of 

PSI Process with the extensive knowledge of 

specialty treatment solutions and expanded territory 

of TC Tech, we’ll be able to better serve our existing 

and future customers with complete turnkey 

treatment solutions.” 

Tom Carmody, founder and president of TC Tech LLC, added, “We’re very excited to be a part of the PSI 

Process team. Integration of our advanced treatment solutions, with their service and process controls 

capability, will be a benefit to our customers and principles. Our sales team will blend seamlessly into the PSI 

solutions-oriented approach. We look forward to working on the PSI team to provide world-class integrated 

treatment systems that solve our customers problems as they continue to evolve in the future.”  

TC Tech was founded by Tom Carmody in 2001 to serve as a specialized manufacturers rep firm serving the 

industrial and municipal water and wastewater markets with best-in-class advanced treatment technologies.  

Bryce Parkhust, president of PSI Process and Tom 

Carmody, founder and president of TC Tech have brought 

their businesses together under the PSI Process brand. 
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TC Tech’s geographical focus is the mid-Atlantic region from Maryland through New England covering the 

states of Delaware, Maryland, Eastern Pa, New York, New Jersey and New England.   

PSI Process, a 100% employee-owned company formed in 1970, is a leading sales and service organization 

serving the municipal, industrial, construction, commercial and utility markets in New Jersey, New York and 

surrounding areas.  

Learn more about PSI Process treatment solutions, repair services, and integration capabilities at 

psiprocess.com. 

About PSI Process 

Celebrating more than 50 years in business, PSI Process, Inc. (PSI) is a privately held, employee-owned 

company, headquartered at its 45,000 square-foot facility in Middlesex, New Jersey.  

PSI Process is a stocking distributor and service center for Flygt, a Xylem brand, and a manufacturers’ 

representative for leading manufacturers of collection systems, wastewater screening, wastewater biological 

treatment equipment, wastewater monitoring and control, wastewater treatment clarifiers and scrubbers, 

tertiary filtration, water treatment, wastewater mixing and aeration, controls instrumentation, UV disinfection, 

submersible and dry pit storm and wastewater pump stations, sludge dewatering, and thickening equipment.  

The company supports an extensive aftermarket service operation including rental of pumps and related 

equipment for emergency pumping to the municipal, construction, industrial, and commercial markets in New 

Jersey and New York. 
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